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Foreword
Telefónica Digital

Collaboration Will Power The Connected Car Industry
Carlos Morales
Global M2M Director, Telefónica Digital
The Connected Car is one of the most exciting

automotive OEMs. We are also the programme leader

innovations we have seen in over a century of

for SmartSantander, one of the world’s largest wireless

automotive development. Bringing the power of

sensor networks for smart city M2M experimentation.

connectivity to the car offers incredible opportunities for
the consumer, the automotive industry and the mobile

We know that global scale is key for customers so we

industry alike.

have taken the lead in forming a global M2M alliance
which to date comprises eight leading mobile operators;

Building this industry will not be straightforward,

KPN, NTT DOCOMO, Rogers Communications, SingTel,

however, as there are a number of challenges ahead and

Telefónica, Telstra, VimpelCom and Etisalat. This alliance

we want to play our part in helping to overcome them.

was formed to bring the technology to market that will
simplify the process of global M2M deployments.

By bringing together some of the leading players in this
market, we wanted to identify these opportunities and

We are also at the forefront of developments in services

challenges to help stimulate the thinking and cross-

like fleet management, for instance partnering with

industry collaboration that will be needed to build this

Sascar to develop fleet management solutions for light

industry and deliver on its enormous potential.

vehicles in Brazil.

Telefónica Digital plays a leading role as an enabler in

In addition, Telefónica has invested in the insurance

the Connected Car market, which forms part of the

telematics market, launching a pioneering motor

company’s overall support of - and investment in - the

insurance policy with European insurance company

global Machine-to-Machine (M2M) market. From smart

Generali Seguros, which calculates the premium

cities to smart grids and smart homes, we believe M2M

according to driving habits.

communications will transform society and business.
Above all this will herald the development of a more

Through all of this, we can deliver the unique global

efficient and sustainable world.

insight and experience needed to help build the
Connected Car market.

In the M2M market, Telefónica currently provides
millions of connections globally. We have deals with
several major consumer electronics manufacturers and
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However, we understand that Telefónica Digital is
operating in a relatively new market. That is why we
have brought in experts from the automotive industries
who fully understand the automotive OEM’s end
customer. Pavan Mathew, our global head of automotive
telematics, spent eight years at OnStar and prior to that,
ten years at General Motors. So we are developing our
strategy based on how automotive OEMs look at the
market, with the end consumer at the centre.
This report, compiled in association with our partner
Machina Research, is the first stage in the creation of
The Connected Car Leadership Network. The Network
will bring together the leading players in the Connected
Car industry, through online and offline networking, to
enable knowledge sharing, and the true collaboration
needed to help this new market flourish.
telefonica.com/digitalhub
@tefdigital

“

By bringing together
some of the leading
players in this market,
we wanted to identify
these opportunities
and challenges to help
stimulate the thinking
and cross-industry
collaboration that will
be needed to build this
industry and deliver
on its enormous
potential.

”
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The Connected Car Opportunity Machina Research

Overview of the Connected Car Market
The automotive and mobile industries have been drawn

The next ten years will see connectivity become the

together by the unstoppable rise of the Connected Car.

norm in vehicles. Today, this market comprises primarily

As with any partnership, there will inevitably be teething

aftermarket devices. However, the next few years will

problems but both sides are aware of the importance

see a significant market shift, as the number of cars with

of making the relationship work as the demand for

built-in connectivity platforms increases significantly. In

connectivity in cars grows.

fact, Machina Research predicts that by 2020, 90% of
new cars will feature such a platform, growing from less

Industry forecasts are impossible to ignore. By 2022

than 10% today.

there will be 1.8 billion automotive M2M connections.
This will comprise 700 million Connected Cars and

Overall, the M2M market in the automotive sector will

1.1 billion aftermarket devices for services such as

generate a staggering $422 billion in 2022, up from $22

navigation, usage-based insurance, stolen vehicle

billion in 2012. Today, 59% of this revenue is accounted

recovery (SVR) and infotainment.

for by services, including both the connectivity and the
applications supported by it. By 2022 that will grow
to 88%.

Figure 1: Machine-to-machine connections and revenue in the
automotive sector, 2011-22 [Source: Machina Research, 2013]
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The
opportunity for
automotive OEMs
To date it has been challenging for automotive OEMs
to generate much revenue from the Connected Car.
Many customers are eager to sign up for trial phases,
which can last for up to a year, but converting
these into paying customers has been a difficult
task. In the best case scenario, a little over 55% of
customers will be converted into paying customers,
although the reality has been between 20-40%.
Placed in the context of the significant cost of
including the connectivity in the vehicle, the low
financial return represents a significant challenge.
However, the overall revenue opportunity is only
a small part of the equation for automotive OEMs.
The Connected Car can also fulfil a number of
other important purposes: creating a better user
experience; building an ongoing relationship with
customers; developing new models of mobility;
data gathering on vehicle usage; and meeting
regulatory demands.

Contrasting yet complimentary heritages
The success of the Connected Car requires mobile

There is some variation, but it is, broadly speaking, a

network operators (MNOs), and automotive OEMs

global industry. The mobile industry, by contrast, is still

to work in harmony. However, the two have radically

evolving from a national focus (often based on issued

different heritages and different approaches.

licenses) to a more global approach. To truly meet
automotive OEMs’ needs, MNOs need to shift to become

The structures of the sectors are very different. The

more global (see below).

auto industry is basically global in nature with virtually
all automotive OEMs selling in almost every country.

Figure 2: MNO and OEM - different heritage[Source: Machina Research, 2013]
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Meeting global demands
Over the last twelve months, MNOs’ M2M teams have

MNOs are moving to create the commercial and

become sharply focused on meeting the requirements

technical solutions that are demanded by automotive

(particularly from automotive OEMs) for global coverage.

OEMs. Perhaps they aren’t moving quite as fast as the
automotive OEMs might like, but they are moving.

All MNOs can nominally serve any device in any country
in the world through roaming or the slightly more
sophisticated MCC-901 global SIM. This was acceptable
for roaming handset users, but is not sufficient for the

Coping with network
technology upgrades

demands of the Connected Car.
One of the major challenges with built-in connectivity in
Existing roaming rates are simply incompatible with

cars is future-proofing the radio access network

the high-bandwidth applications envisaged for the

(RAN) technology.

Connected Car. Furthermore, in some countries (Brazil,
China, India and much of the Middle East) the use of

Firstly, automotive OEMs want to be up to date and

permanent roaming SIMs is prohibited for a variety

upgrade cycles are rapid for RANs. In the last 10 years

of reasons.

developed markets have typically seen upgrades from
2G (GPRS/EDGE) to W-CDMA, HSDPA, HSUPA, HSPA+

MNOs have had to evolve their approach to addressing

and LTE. Given that vehicles will typically be used for

the global opportunity. Rather than being an adjunct to

10- 20 years, they risk rapid redundancy.

a national or regional offering, they have had to rethink
their approach and consider how their solution can be

Secondly, automotive OEMs do not want to rely on

applied and delivered on a global scale.

a technology that may be switched off. MNOs are
increasingly indulging in ‘refarming’, for instance

The first thing they have done is to establish global

switching spectrum to a higher bandwidth technology

alliances. There are now essentially four of these; GMA

(typically moving from 2G or 3G to LTE). So far, few have

(DT, Orange, and Telia), Vodafone and Partners, AT&T and

announced full switch off, with AT&T being an exception.

partners, and the alliance between Telefónica, DoCoMo

However this will become inevitable as they seek to

and partners. These alliances will form the frameworks

increase efficiency. Switch off has serious implications

for commercial negotiations to offer potential clients a

for customer service, as some OEMs found when the

much more appropriate rate based on local pricing.

D-AMPS service, upon which their customers relied, was
switched off in North America in 2007-8.

In most cases this also goes hand-in-hand with the
second element they have introduced; remote OTA (over

So what are the solutions to this problem of

the air) provisioning. This will facilitate connection to

redundancy? There is no simple cure but a blend of

a local network and IMSI swapping (for multiple MNO

tactics can help automotive OEMs: adopting multi-mode

accounts) where necessary.

techniques and using a range of technologies; ensuring
devices are OTA provision-able and will switch; or
adopting LTE early to future proof for 5-10 years.
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Another possibility is upgradeable licensing. Licence

payment to intellectual property rights (IPR) holders

fees for W-CDMA, LTE and other technologies in M2M

such as Qualcomm. If these rights holders agree to waive

devices do not come cheap. There are numerous

their licensing fees until the associated technology was

applications where it is uncertain which technologies

actually used, there would be fewer concerns among

might ultimately be required. Big decisions will need to

customers in including multi-mode devices. This would

be made about network technologies that the customer

increase confidence in affordable long-term support for

will have to live with for 15-20 years. Furthermore,

M2M and should help to grow the overall M2M market.

customers will have to pay the full licensing cost of all
embedded technology at the point of installation. This

The Connected Car market has arrived and has an

might seriously inhibit the growth of the M2M market.

incredibly bright future. Connectivity in vehicles will soon
become the de-facto standard and the industry must

A significant proportion of the cost of adding 3G and

increase its efforts to deliver a truly compelling service

even LTE into a device is licensing costs, for example,

to consumers whose expectations are rising daily.

Quick TakE
	By 2022 there will be 1.8 billion automotive M2M
01
connections, comprising 700 million Connected

	Automotive OEMs have development cycles that
04
are measured in years compared to MNOs’ much

Cars and 1.1 billion aftermarket devices, for

more rapid evolution: devices have a lifespan

instance for navigation, usage-based insurance,

of a couple of years, and new technologies and

or stolen vehicle recovery (SVR).

upgrades are introduced every 2-3 years.

	It has been challenging for automotive OEMs
02
to generate much revenue from the Connected
Car to date, with a best case scenario of 70%

	The mobile sector brings many positive traits to
05
the Connected Car, especially the ability to build
an ongoing relationship with the customer.

conversion from the trial phase of a service.
	The opportunity for automotive OEMs is at least
03
as much about building a stronger relationship
with the customer as it is about generating cash
from the Connected Car.
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	MNOs have formed global alliances for network
06
coverage: GMA (DT, Orange, and Telia), Vodafone
and Partners, AT&T and partners, and the alliance
between Telefónica, DoCoMo and partners.

03

Executive
Summary

Connected Car 2013: Building a New Industry
The opportunity for the Connected Car market is huge

	The difference in lifecycles in the automotive

both in terms of revenue and benefits such as customer

and the mobile industry is a serious challenge

loyalty. The market is close to the tipping point where

for the Connected Car industry. New features,

connectivity in cars will become a mass market. To

such as operating system upgrades and new

build this new market, the mobile and the automotive

applications, are provided almost constantly

industry will need to work in collaboration to surmount

for the smartphone, whereas automotive OEM

its challenges and deliver its promise.

manufacturers work on five-year cycles.

To drill down into exactly what these challenges are

	Some manufacturers, such as Audi, have taken a

and to understand how this vital collaboration can be

modular approach to technologies in its vehicles

delivered, this report has gathered the views of the

to take into consideration the fast-moving

representatives of Connected Car at leading

technologies from those with longer cycle times.

automotive OEMs.

However, the difference between lifecycles remains
a serious issue. “The smartphone business model

The resulting interviews are the first time the collective

depends on regular upgrades, which is a fairly new

thoughts of those leading the development of the

step for the automotive industry, and plans for how

Connected Car industry have been collated in one place,

to manage payments for upgrades or recognise

providing an industry-wide picture of the next steps

this revenue and/or cost in financial models will

needed to build the Connected Car industry.

need to be implemented,” says Don Butler, Vice
President of Marketing for Cadillac at General

The 10 key challenges

Motors.

There was remarkable consistency among the
interviewees on the Connected Car industry’s biggest

One of the most positive developments from the

themes and challenges. Here we outline these ten

growth of the Connected Car though, according to

themes and highlight some of the interviewees’ thoughts

BMW, is that it has moved the M2M debate away

around them.

from pure automation to become more about
the internet of things. This raises a debate about

	There is a disconnect between mobile and
01
automotive industry lifecycles

whether the Connected Car is an M2M or consumer
business.
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2.	Automotive OEMS fully prepared for
02
connectivity regulation

mandated solutions such as eCall. It also has

	Another factor driving the Connected Car is that

compared to a handset or similar device, located

connectivity will be necessitated by regulatory

inherent advantages such as antenna strength,
within the vehicle.

mandates such as the European Commission’s
initiative eCall, which calls for a system to be fitted

	The brought-in option tethers a smartphone

toall new vehicles by 2015, meaning emergency

to the car via Bluetooth or USB cable, allowing

services will automatically be contacted and

customers to utilise their own mobile phones

given the vehicle location in the event of a serious

and subscriptions, and make full use of personal

accident. Automotive OEM manufacturers

playlists and contacts.

across the board are fully prepared for the eCall
legislation, although to what extent it will finally
be implemented, and when, is still unclear.

	A hybrid option is that of the personal SIM. While
the connectivity itself is built-in, the subscription
is brought-in on the SIM, providing customers

	There is no doubt throughout the industry that

with full control of the operator choice and

the connected vehicle will provide significant

management of any subscription charges in the

advantages in terms of life saving solutions and

same way as the brought-in option.

stolen vehicle tracking.
	Brought-in options, such as fleet management
systems or SatNav solutions, have addressed
Built-in versus brought-in connectivity
03
	Debates about how to connect the car continue.
Whether enabled by a dedicated connection
(‘built-in’, as implemented in Renault and Nissan
vehicles), smart phone tethering (‘brought-in’,
as favoured by KIA), or a combination of both
solutions (as favoured by BMW, Audi and Volvo),
there are advantages and challenges to each.
A built-in option will certainly be required for
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the after sales automotive industry for many
years. With the emergence of the Connected Car
with built-in connectivity, the after sales device
market is set to change, and as Nicolas Nollet,
After-Sales Strategy Director at Renault, points
out, “embedded solutions will deliver return on
investment advantages to after-market solutions
such as fleet management systems where device
purchasing costs may have been prohibitive
factors in the past.”

	Collaborative business models must be
04
developed between operators and OEMs

different countries. This does raise the question

	
In all of the above cases, mobile operators will have

(OTA) provisioning capability to switch between

of automotive OEMs using this ‘over-the-air’

an important role to play in supporting automotive

operators, taking advantage of, for instance,

OEMs with suitable connectivity solutions for the

improved commercial terms.

markets in which they operate. Opportunities to
new innovative business models, are welcomed

	The Connected Car will cause an upheaval in
05
the traditional dealership model

by all automotive OEMs. Matt Jones, Senior

	“The advent of the Connected Car will require new

share industry insights on both sides, and develop

Technical Specialist – Infotainment at Jaguar Land
Rover and Vice President of GENIVI Alliance, goes
further and says that “the automotive industry is
fairly archaic, working (broadly speaking) around
the process of putting things into silver boxes
and doing this extremely well. However, working
outside these processes may be a challenge,
and this is where mobile operators could assist,
sharing their understanding and experience of this
connected market.”
	However, objectives do vary. For automotive
OEMs such as BMW and Nissan, it is a question
of operators being able to deliver services
to global markets, and being able to secure
suitable agreements to provide global (or at least
regional) coverage. Automotive OEMs, though,
typically demand local connectivity solutions. In
many countries, so-called ‘permanent roaming’
is prohibited, so MNOs face the challenge of
providing local connections within whichever
market the vehicle is sold in.
	One way around this challenge is programmable
SIMs. By enabling these, automotive OEMs
are connected via appropriate networks in

approaches in the relations between automotive
manufacturers, dealers and customers,” says Don
Butler, Vice President of Marketing at Cadillac.
	For dealerships, for instance, delivery times at the
point of sale were managed within 20 minutes
in the past. This now takes “on average, 1.5
hours due to the abundance of features and the
complexity of technologies now present,” says
Butler. “However a positive benefit of this has been
the extremely positive feedback of good customer
satisfaction, based on thorough introductions
by Certified Technology Experts. Customers do
appreciate this hand-holding.”
	A Connected Car does offer the significant
advantage of being able to alert customers
and service dealerships to poor and failing
performance in the vehicles. Proactive
maintenance becomes more common, and issues
of warranty management become easier to handle
for the dealers. It does however mean that “dealers
will also need to become knowledgeable in a world
similar to that of the mobile phone,” says Robert
Jagler, Director Connectivity, Marketing Sales and
Customer Services at Volvo Cars.
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	The Connected Car offers a unique opportunity

great example of this is car sharing, best illustrated

for automotive OEMs to engage directly with

with the likes of ZipCar. This emerging mobility

customers. Branded app stores, upgrades to

model is largely enabled through connectivity with

software solutions over-the-air, sharing of vehicle

both the vehicle, and potential customers.

data, and on- and off-board vehicle solutions
provide automotive OEMs with opportunities to

	Connectivity is also an essential element in

maintain brand awareness with the customer, and

the success of electric vehicles (EVs), such as

most importantly, to begin to engage directly with

the Nissan Leaf and the Renault Zoe. Power

customers through this connectivity.

Management, and the location of recharging
points, are key components in this new mobility

	As Don Butler concludes, “dealers and

model. Companies such as Nissan are taking

[automotive] OEMs each play important roles in

this one step further in the new EV market. Ian

providing services to the customer, and continuing

Digman, General Manager of Europe Cross Carline

this working relationship to the ultimate benefit of

Product Planning at Nissan, notes that customers

the customer is vital.”

are still concerned about the EVs’ ability to handle
longer journeys, during holidays in particular.
Nissan has already started to explore options to

	The Connected Car will lead to new types of
06
ownership models being developed

assist customers with these journeys, such as car
sharing of non-electric models.

	Dr Michael Würtenberger remarks that “selling
‘just’ cars is no longer feasible. It is mobility with
off-board solutions and advanced functionality. Of

	Autonomous vehicles are not on the immediate
07
agenda for most OEMs

course, the Connected Car stays an essential part

	Further down the line, many of the interviewees

required connectivity to customer services, on and

of individual mobility.”

predicted the arrival of self-driving vehicles, based
either on autonomous driving technologies (as

	What the connected lifestyle, and the Connected

trialed by Google), or vehicle-to-vehicle (V2V) and

Car, do bring to the industry are new and exciting

vehicle-to-infrastructure (V2I) solutions built on

forms of mobility and car ownership models. One

technological advances of the Connected Car.
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As Don Butler says, “the market may in the

	New business models for Connected Car data are

near future see semi-autonomous vehicles.

needed, with General Motors suggesting operators

Technologies like cruise control have been in place

could recognise vehicles as a second device on a

for some time, but the emergence of adapted

customer’s data plan for a low monthly fee. These

speed and braking technologies are beginning

business models are likely to vary by territory.

to form part of driving solutions. Controlled

Audi points out that it has selected the brought-

steering with greater accuracy, and the effect of

in model in Europe, giving customers a choice

GPS technologies on driving orientation, will also

of operators. In the US, where managing mobile

enable hands-free driving. These developments

operators and SIM cards is far less pervasive,

alongside similar movement in the regulatory

T-Mobile has been selected as the connectivity

environments will certainly create some very

partner via a built-in solution. An agreement

interesting Connected Car futures.”

between the two companies sees Audi customers
offered industry-beating tariffs, with extra value
offerings, such as no activation fees and roaming

	Payment models for how consumers
08
pay for Connected Car services are still not
yet developed
	Who pays for Connected Car services is an issue

charges, included.
	Relationships with operators will be key in evolving
payment models for the Connected Car, and as

that is far from being resolved. Consumers are

broadband usage increases, business models will

used to a one-off payment when purchasing a

have to adapt. Traditional telematics services have

car, but with an embedded connection there is an

very low data usage, whereas new Connected

additional bill to be paid in terms of connectivity.

Car services could have very high data usage. For

Nissan estimates the costs for embedded

instance, Audi announced in February that its

hardware connectivity, needed for services such

50,000 Audi Connect customers had used over 75

as eCall, to be $100 a unit, meaning automotive

terabytes of data since its launch in April 2011,

OEMs will need to provide additional services to

four times the contents of the US Library

justify the added cost to the customer.

of Congress.
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	Manufacturers remain cautious towards the
09
open app ecosystem
	Although apps receive a high proportion of media

10. A connected lifestyle is a given
10
	Finally, there was overall consensus that
the Connected Car is no longer an option

attention, automotive OEM manufacturers

for automotive OEMs, it is a necessity. The

believe issues of security and reliability mean

reasons are many and varied. Automotive

that Connected Cars are unlikely to become

OEMs are introducing connected solutions to

environments for open app development. For

meet expectations of the customer regarding

this reason, automotive OEMs believe innovative

continuous connectivity, to comply with

business models will be far less apparent in

mandated initiatives, to improve operational

Connected Cars than in the smartphone market, as

performance, to enhance customer services, and

the potential will be far smaller.

to maintain brand awareness.

	Collaboration will be critical in developing apps

	“46% of our customers today are from generation

fit for the automotive environment. For example,

‘X’ and ‘Y.’ This figure will grow to 70% in the next

Renault has been working closely with the

few years, and with this generation, a connected

Incubator founded jointly by Paris Region Lab and

lifestyle is a given”, says Anupam Malhotra,

Renault as a framework to encourage and share

Manager of Connected Vehicles at Audi of America.

core competencies with startup companies in the

He believes the Connected Car is “a game changer,

application development world. Renault’s Nollet

and as connectivity remains extremely meaningful

points out that “these partnerships allow software

to younger groups, this lifestyle has to be reflected

developers to understand the requirements and

in the vehicle as well.”

challenges of the automotive industry, and at the
same time, share with Renault insights
on the innovation processes that these
companies embody.”
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Tomorrow’s
Connected Car

Ian Pearson
Futurist, Futurizon, BSc DSc(hc) FWAAS CITP FBCS FWIF FRSA
Connected Cars

you are finished with it, the incentive for ownership can

What do we envisage for the Connected Car over the

be greatly reduced.

next ten years? I see this space developing into a fully
personalised, virtual environment with intelligent

This kind of car sharing will free up car parks, reduce

automation, creating a totally new relationship between

congestion and make it easier, faster, and cheaper

the vehicle, the driver, and the passenger.

to travel.

Cars used to be solitary machines. Not so anymore -

Even today, car-sharing can already be improved using

some can now detect other vehicles around them and

apps. As phones become even smarter, with location,

even “talk” to them. When cars are able to connect to

payments, security and identification as standard

each other in this way, things can get truly exciting -

tools, the pool of people that you know you can safely

they can coordinate braking and acceleration, hence

share a car with will increase, reducing social barriers

distancing themselves automatically with lightning-

to sharing while making logistics easier. This helps the

fast reaction times. We could see a single stretch of

environment by reducing traffic, but also builds bonds in

road accommodating more cars safely, automatic

the community.

management of lane changes, and even more efficient
use of roundabouts.

Could every car feel like ‘your’ car?
Further in the future, cars will come to you. They will

In fact, fully self-driving cars will increase road capacity

take you where you want, and then you can just

five-fold, eliminating congestion on most roads while

abandon them to go off to serve someone else. They

reducing accidents to almost zero.

will in effect offer a comfortable and socially inclusive
form of public transport. This could even lead to buses

Connected Cars help make connected communities
Connecting cars also changes the way we make use
of them. If safety and maintenance can be taken for
granted, we as the passengers would be more willing to
carpool and share them, for instance with systems like
the already popular Zipcar. If you can find and rent
a car easily, and find a parking space to leave it in when
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disappearing from our streets.
The personalisation of the car environment will
also become common. As you get in, the seat will
automatically move to your preferred position, as
instructed by your phone. Even fabrics and other interior
surfaces will be able to adapt their appearance and
textures electronically to your taste. This could reduce
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the demand for ownership even further. Why own your

garish videos and huge banner ads.

own car when every car feels like it is yours?
Although there are many routes to service provision
Electric cars will receive a significant boost from the rise

that will keep the field highly competitive over the next

of the Connected Car – they could (in the far future) even

decade, the key as always is quality. OEMs will provide

be powered by inductive mats in the road surface, with

high quality platforms that link fully, and with full

super-capacitor banks instead of bulky batteries, solving

synergy, into the car, so will be in pole position to utilise

both range and cost problems.

them. Being in control of the operating systems, comms
and computing platforms will be a huge advantage and

All cars will become virtual environments

allow a seamless interfacing with additional special

Heads-up displays let drivers keep their eyes on the road.

features only available to their customer. In many ways,

Many people will wear video visors that overlay data onto

the battles will be similar to those between features

the field of view, making augmented reality a part

built into smartphones versus downloadable apps, but in

of everyday life, and changing the appearance of

the car of course there are more opportunities to link to

everything around us, including car interiors and the

exclusively accessible hardware and sensors.

world outside.

“

This will continue to provide abundant OEM
opportunities, but with no room for complacency, since

In-car sensors will recognise and highlight points of
interest and dangers ahead. Passengers will see an
electronically enhanced world too, with information
overlaid into their view, in addition to games, video
entertainment and web access. Some of this data will
come from the car and some from apps on their phone.
Augmented reality will even allow some in-car equipment
to be virtualised, allowing extra accessories to be bought
and installed virtually.
Inter-car comms will let people interact with those
nearby, but will also make other communications better.
Cars could easily act as mobile cells, repeating and
relaying mobile and wireless signals, to extend high speed
communications throughout a whole line of cars. This will
make it a rare experience to be out of touch even in poor
signal areas. Inter-car signals could use part of the mobile
spectrum, wireless LANs, or even optical connections.
In the far future, a vehicle’s exterior appearance could
also be connected. Flexible displays and even smart
paints will turn almost any surface into a potential
display. It’s easy to imagine lines of cars coordinating
décor with the local environment, or even displaying
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even small weaknesses will readily be exploited by
outside companies.

In the far future, a
vehicle’s exterior
appearance could also
be connected. Flexible
displays and even
smart paints will
turn almost any
surface into a
potential display.

”
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